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Abstract 

This paper highlights the usefulness of Altair HyperWorks in kinematic and dynamic analysis of multibody (MBD) systems such as 
mechanisms. A mechanism in motion transmits forces and moments to the ground known as shaking force and shaking moment which 
are responsible for vibrations and fatigue. From the design point of view, these quantities are very important and variations in them for 
a complete cycle of motion can be easily found out using HyperWorks.  A MBD simulation with rigid bodies was carried out for 
Stephenson six bar mechanism using MotionSolve whereas MotionView was used for modeling the mechanism. The results were 
generated by HyperGraph.       
 
1 Introduction  

A mechanism consists of a number of bodies interconnected with constraint elements such as joints, 

bearings, springs, dampers and actuators. The solid links and joints are arranged to transmit motion and 

force/moment in a predetermined trajectory [1]. The links of the mechanism can be modeled as the rigid 

bodies for simplifying the kinematic and the dynamic analysis [2]. The primary concern for designers is the 

reaction forces at the joints, which are needed for the design of individual components. Furthermore, the 

shaking forces and shaking moments transmitting to the frame in a moving mechanism result in vibrations, 

so the determination of these dynamic quantities is important. The information available regarding the 

variations in these quantities for a complete cycle of mechanism motion helps in improving the existing 

design and/or in developing new design.      

The mechanism analysis using graphical method is obsolete with the advent of computer aided 

engineering (CAE) software. Similarly, analytical method solves kinematics and dynamics separately and 

limited to the simpler mechanisms. But in actual practice, both kinematics and dynamics problems should be 

solved simultaneously. The advantage of computer simulations which perform MBD simulation is that they 

allow one to predict the kinematic and dynamic behavior of all types of multi body systems in great detail 

during all the design stages from the first design concepts to the final prototypes. Altair HyperWorks is CAE 

simulation software that includes modeling, analysis, visualization and data management solutions for 

linear, nonlinear, structural optimization, fluid-structure interaction, and MBD applications. For the 

mechanism analysis, MotionView is used for pre-processing, HyperView and HyperGraph are used for post-

processing while MotionSolve is used as a solver [3]. This MBD simulation helps in kinematic and dynamic 

analysis of the mechanism to study the reaction forces and stress variation in every component of the 

system throughout the cycle of operation [4]. The data required to construct the model, the methods used to 

solve the problem, and the type of results that can be computed vary according to the type of the analysis 

[5]. With the effective online help system available with the software [6-10], it is very useful for students, 
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researchers and teachers. In this paper, capabilities of MotionView and MotionSolve are demonstrated 

using a Stephenson six bar mechanism.  

 
2 Stephenson six bar mechanism 
 
We consider a Stephenson six bar mechanism as shown in Fig. 1 for kinematic and dynamic analysis. It is 
used to obtain an oscillatory output with a close approximation to a dwell which is required in textile 
machinery. Link #1 and #3 are tertiary links and links #2, #4, #5 are binary links whereas link #6 is fixed.  

 
Fig. 1 Stephenson six-bar mechanism 

 
The parameters for Stephenson six bar mechanism are taken from [11] and given in Table 1.  
 

TABLE I 
PARAMETERS OF STEPHENSON SIX-BAR LINKAGE [11] 

Link i 1 2 3 4 5 6 

ai (m) 0.0559 0.1206 0.0032 0.1397 0.0444 0.1238 

bi (m) 0.0584 --- 0.0030 0.1524 --- --- 

γi  (deg) 6 --- 16 40.4 --- --- 

θi  (deg) 3 0 5 19 0 11 

di (m) 0.0286 0.0630 0.0031 0.0836 0.0197 --- 

mi (kg) 0.0608 0.0825 0.0757 0.1732 0.0395 --- 

Ii (kg-m2) 4.98 x 10-5 3.27 x 10-4 7.27 x 10-7 1.21 x 10-3 1.53 x 10-5  

                       Link ≠3 rotates with a constant speed of 2π radians/second.  
 

3 Model generations in MotionView 
 
MotionView is a graphical pre-processor which creates models that is used to simulate using MotionSolve. 
The MotionView model contains all the components of a mechanical system. The model is saved and 
loaded as MDL (Model Definition Language) file. The entities or parameters needed to build this model are 
points, bodies, constraints (joints), graphics, input (motion or force) and the output required such as reaction 
force, driving torque, displacement etc. Once a new MotionView session starts, it automatically creates the 
ground body for the reference. The coordinates of the points are measured in selected unit system with 
respect to the global reference system. We need to define or create other bodies in the mechanism. Using 
the data available in Table 1 for Stephenson six bar mechanism, the complete mechanism was created in 
MotionView as shown in the Fig. 2.  
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Fig. 2 Stephenson six-bar mechanism created in MotionView 

 
The complete mechanism is shown in the graphic area while the details regarding points, bodies, 
constraints (joints), graphics, input (motion or force) and the output required is shown in the left window of 
the screen. The six links in the mechanism are connected by seven revolute joints to achieve the required 
mechanical function. The sequence to create model of the mechanism is as follows:  
1. At first, the SI unit system was selected for kinematic and dynamic analysis.  
2. The points to locate the joints and CGs were created according to the information available in Table 1 
using point panel (Fig. 3). 
 

 
Fig. 3 Point panel for creating points 

 
3. Next, the bodies were created for all the links with their mass and 6 inertia components and coordinates 
of the centers of masses using body panel (Fig. 4). The centers of masses for the links were assigned on 
the respective CG points developed in step 2.    
 

 
Fig. 4 Body panel for creating bodies 

 
4. After creating bodies, the graphics were assigned to them using graphics panel. It is important to note 
here that graphics of the links don’t make any effect on kinematics and dynamics of the mechanism. Thus, 
assigning graphics is optional and only for the proper visualization, “cylinder” graphics was used for all the 
links assuming the circular rod shape.     
  
5. Now, the revolute joints were created between links of the mechanism using joint panel (Fig.5). A joint 
represents a constraint on the bodies that are connected to it. A revolute joint, for example, only leaves 1 
dof free – the bodies can only rotate with respect to each other about the axis of rotation of the joint. The 
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origins for the joints were selected on the respective points created in step 2. The alignment axis for all the 
joints was chosen as vector Z as the mechanism moves in X-Y plane.   
 

 
Fig. 5 Joint panel for creating joints 

 
It is important to note here that improper selection of the joints may cause redundancy in the mechanism 
which leads to the wrong results. The drawback of the software is that we need to try several combinations 
of joints to remove this redundancy which is time consuming.        
6. Next, the motion was applied to the joint created between the ground and the link 3 using motion panel 
(Fig. 6). The motion can be assigned as linear or using expression or providing curve. In the case under 
study, an input motion of 2π radians/second was provided to the mechanism. Thus, an expression 
“360d*time” was used to assign the motion at the joint.  
 
  

 
Fig. 6 Assigning motion in motion panel 

 
7. Finally, the outputs required are defined using output panel. The displacement, velocity and acceleration 
outputs were defined for kinematics (Fig. 7) while force output was defined for the dynamics (Fig. 8) of the 
mechanism.  

 

 
Fig. 7 Defining displacement output in output panel 

 

 
Fig. 8 Defining force output in output panel 

 
As we are interested in finding shaking force and shaking moment for the considered mechanism, forces on 
joint ≠1 and joint ≠3 were defined as the outputs. This model file created in MotionView can be saved with 
extension ‘.mdl’ or ‘.mvw’. The MDL file contains the model information while the MVW file keeps the record 
of the work done in a session.  
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4 Solving model in MotionSolve 
 
MotionSolve is a system level, multi-body solver that is based on the principles of multibody dynamics. The 
modeling and simulation tools in MotionSolve enable to create realistic, physics-based simulations of 
complex mechanical systems. It helps the designer to visualize the response of system for the complete 
operating cycle in all directions. MotionSolve. is usually invoked from within MotionView but can also be 
used as a standalone application that reads an input file and generates output data. The animations of 
movement and plots of forces, accelerations, velocities, displacements against time are the main data 
generated. MotionSolve does not read MDL or MVW files. Instead, MotionView creates an XML file that is 
used as input by MotionSolve. Several different output files can be generated. The important ones are: 

1. Log files (<filename>.log) contain the history of the solution. It’s a good practice to review the log 
files after every analysis, checking for errors or warnings. 

2. HyperView 3D Player files (<filename>.h3d) to get the animation. 
3. Plot files (<filename>.abf) are used to generate graphs with HyperGraph 

 
 

5 Viewing animation and plotting results 
 
HyperView provides a facility for 3D viewing or animation of the mechanism while HyperGraph generates 
plots. In the HyperView, h3d file is chosen to get the animation for the mechanism as shown in Fig. 9.  
 

 
Fig. 9 Animation in HyperView 

 
By clicking on the ‘start/pause animation’ icon, we get the animation for the mechanism depending on the 
inputs provided in MotionView. Similarly, in HyperGraph 2D, the abf file is used to get the plots for the 
different output defined in MotionView. For the considered mechanism, the shaking force and shaking 
moment at and about the joint, 3, between ground and third link are given as:     
                                                                                and                                                                                 (1) 
Following expressions are used to get shaking force and shaking moment:   
               x-component of shaking force = (f01x + f03x); y-component of shaking force = (f01y + f03y)            (2-3) 
                              Resultant shaking force = √ (shaking force_x2 + shaking force_y2)                                  (4) 
                                       Resultant shaking moment =                                                                                   (5) 
where f01x, f01y, f03x and f03y are the force components at joint #1 and joint #3 while n03z is the driving torque 
at joint #3. These quantities were defined as output during modeling in MotionView. The variations in these 
quantities for a complete cycle of motion are found using HyperGraph 2D and shown in Figs. (10) – (13).    

)( 0301 fff +−=sh ) x ( 01603 fann +−=sh

xyyxz 01601603  x  x fafan +−
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             Fig. 10 Variation of shaking force-x with time      Fig. 11 Variation of shaking force-y with time 

 
Fig. 12 Variation of resulting shaking force with time 

 
Fig. 13 Variation of resulting shaking moment with time 

 
The shaking force and shaking moment are useful to improve mechanism design. Thus, any other design 
which further reduces these quantities is proved to be a better design.    
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6 Conclusions 
 
Multi body simulation using MotionView and MotionSolve is a very effective tool for kinematic and dynamic 
analysis of the mechanisms. Mechanism behavior can be evaluated very quickly. Before obtaining final 
design, one can evaluate several alternative designs. Therefore, the prototype costs are considerably 
reduced by using this MBD simulation.   
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